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ABSTRACT
The explorationfor granular resourcesin northern Canada is of considerable importance
where buimng materials are requiredfor engineering applications associated with
resource developments. A study was undertaken to determine the effectiveness of using
Landsat Thematic Mapper(TM) imagery in the identification of granular resourcesin a
large relatively unknown area, theLac de Gras - Aylmer Lake region of the Slave
Geological Province in the Northwest Territories.

Image processing focused on theuse of the simple linearstretch, standard principal
components analysis (PCA), and selective PCA. Standard PCA uses all available data
bands as input to the transformation, while selectivePCA uses subsets of the available
data bands as input to the transformation. Detailed airphoto interpretationand field work
were also performed.

Evaluation of results showed that TM bandand
3 TM band 7 were the mosteffective
single-band imagesto use for the extraction of granular resources (primarilyesker
landforms). The linear stretch waseffective in delineating granular resources (which have
a high reflectancevalue) which are surroundedby a less-reflectivelandscape, such as
hummocky till or organic soils.

fmt component of the TM2/TM3 selectivePCA and
Further evaluation revealed that the

the first component of the TM2/TM7 selectivePCA were effective in the identification of
granular resources. These components delineated the trunk eskers and tributaries(which
were identified from linear stretchanalysis) along with someeskers which were not
identified from the linear stretch analysis.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW

The objectze of this thesis is to determine the effectivenessof using Landsat Thematic
Mapper ( T M ) imagery in the identification of granular resourcesin a large, relatively

unknown area. In this project the study area is the Lac de Gras - Aylmer Lake region of
the Slave Geological Provincein the Northwest Territories. This area was selected
primarily in response to development (both approved andproposed) occurring in this
region. Figure 1 shows the approximate boundaries of the study area.

The purpose of this thesis is twofold. First. it is necessary to determine the reliability of
satellite image analysis techniquesas compared to the traditional methodof airphoto
interpretation in the identificationof granular resources. The reliabilityof the satellite
imagery is an issue because
of the decrease in scale from auphotos and the lack of
stereoscopic viewing. Second,it must be determined if certain mathematical
transformations (principal components analysis)
of the TM data provide for increased
separability of granular deposits comparedto the use of standard TM image bands. Two
types of image enhancements havebeen applied to the TM imagery in an effort to extract
information on potential granular resources.It was decided to use both the simple linear
stretch and variationsof the principalcomponents transformation. The granulardeposits
identified from the linear stretch
method were verified by comparison to a compilationof
all deposits in the study area, determined from detailed airphoto interpretation and field

work. The criteria used to identify potential granular deposits
from the TM imagery are:
orientation of the landform relativeto ice flow direction; orientation of the landform
relative to other similar features; shape of the landform; the landform’s association with
drainage featuresand relief (relief determined from a topographic map).

Figure 1: Approximate Limits of Study Area (GSC,1990)

This thesis is the development of a project which was undertakenby the author while

of the
working on a co-operative education placement for the Land Management Division
Departmemf Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND). The Land
Management Division is responsible. through its GranularResources Program, for
maintaining data on potential granular resources, along with
existing pits and quames, in
the NWT and Yukon. The field work portion of the project was performed in conjunction
with DIAND's NWT Regional Office. whichwas conducting an Esker ResearchProgram
to identify potentialquarry locations within the study area.DIAND purchased the satellite
imagery and someof the airphotoswhich were used in this project.

1.2

STUDY AREA

Located about 325 kilometres northeast of Yellowknife, the study area for this project is
approximately enclosed by the following points:

63' 48' N , 108"00' W
63'48' N , 111'53' W
65"00' N , 110'46' W
64"34' N , 108"00' W
The majorityof this region is on the National Topographic Series (NTS) 1:25O,OOO
topographic maps 76C (Aylmer Lake)and 76D (Lac de Gras). This area is north of the
treeline in the tundra landscape, which ischaracterized by mosses, sedges,grasses,
shrubs and dwarf trees. Generally, the northern half of the study area is within the zone
of continuous permafrost and the southern portion is within the zone of discontinuous
permafrost (Mollard and Mollard, 1994).

This area is located within the Slave Geological Province
in the south-central Canadian
arctic. As part of the Canadian Shield.the age of the bedrock can be up to two billion

years old (Meyerhoff. 1982). Many sections of the bedrock are exposed due to the
scouring and polishingof the repeated glaciations over thelast 2 million years. The
bedrock distributionis very complex, but can be subdivided intotwo main categories
(Dredge et al., 1994). Examples of rock types characteristicof these two categories are
provided below (Lord and Barnes, 1954):

GRANITOID -- quartz diorite; biotite-hornblende; gabbro: pegmatite
YELLOWKMFE SUPERGROUP -- basalt; slate; phyllites; quartz-mica schist

The Slave Geological Provincewas completely glaciated during the Wisconsinan
glaciation, which ended some 9OOO years ago. As a result, the landscape is dominatedby
glacial landforms anddeposits. Till is the most extensive glacial depositin the study area.
The till ranges froma silty-sand to sand dependingupon the bedrock source and amount
of meltwater associated with deposition. Till derived fromthe granitoid rocks was
sandier than thatderived from the Yellowknife Supergroup, which
was siltier in nature
(Dredge et a]., 1994). The majority of the till deposits are relativelythin (less than 5
metres of glacialdrift). These areas contain some bedrockoutcrops and generally
conform to the underlying bedrock morphology. Some areas of till depositare quite thick
(up to 30 metres of drift) and form a hummocky topography withno bedrock outcrops.

There are several drumlin fields in the study area. Drumlins are not a worthwhile source
of granular material,as they are composed of unsorted and unstratified till deposits.
However, drumlins are an excellent indicator of ice flow direction. The long axis of the
oval, streamlined hills is parallel
to the direction of ice movement and theend facing the
direction of the ice front is blunter andsteeper than the tail end (Mollard, 1974).
Glaciofluvial deposits, such as eskers and kames, are widespread throughout the study
area but occupy a limited arealextent. Outwash deposits are very rarein this region

(Dredge et al., 1994). Eskers and kamesare well-drained landforms and contain wellsorted and washed granular resources. Eskers are long, sinuous ridges formed from
material depositedby meltwater flowing in tunnels near the bottomof a glacier. Eskers
generally are formed parallel to the
direction of ice movement. Figure 2 displays the ages,
thickness and directions of the ice flows which occurred in the study area. Figure 2 also
shows the location of the Sauvage Esker,a large trunk esker which receivesa network of
feeder eskers. Kames are conical hillsor mounds formed when meltwater enters holes on
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Figure 2. Summary ice flow diagram for the study area. Flow
directions are numbered in order of decreasing age. Thickness of the
line gives the relative affectof the flow on transport of debris and on
modifying the landscape; thickest arrows represent the dominantflow
(Dredge et al., 1994)

or inside stagnant glacier ice at the margin of the glacier on the adjoining land surface
(Mollard, 1974). It is these glaciofluvial landforms that theauthor made an effort to
identify using TM imagery.

Organic deposits(primarily peat bogs) are geographically widespread throughoutthe
study area, but limitedin areal extent.

-

1.3 RESEARCH RATIONALE
The Slave Geological Province has been the host of several large-scalemining projects
over the years; gold and base metals have been someof the resources traditionally
extracted from this region. Just recently there has beena flurry of activity in the Slave
Province (especially theLac de Grasregion) as several potentially profitable diamondbearing kimberlite'pipes have been discovered. This has led to a rush of staking in the
region, along with intense research being performed
as developmental initiatives and
environmentalconcerns converge. BHP Diamonds Inc., which has a large mineral claim
north of Lac de Gras,is currently before the federalenvironmental assessment review
board seeking approval for its projects. If approved, BHP is expected to start production
of its mines as soon as 1998. Other mining companies are awaiting the outcome of the

BHP assessment and then may begin their ownapplications for permission to begin
for
production. If approved, each of these projects will require granular materials
all-weather and winter roads, landing strips, building pads,containment facilities. etc.
(Harrison, 1994).

The traditional methodof identifying granular resourceshas been airphoto interpretation
followed by field-checking of potential deposits. This method of granular resource
identification canbe very effectiveowing to the stereoscopic natureof the aqhotos and
the level of detail which can be attained. Identifying granular resources with airphotos
can also be a very expensive and time-consuming process, especiallyif the study area is

is the
large with a minimal amountof research having been performed there. This

' Kirnberlire is an igneousrock that consists mainly of the mineral olivine and is found in
volcanic pipes (BHP Diamonds Inc. and DIA MET Minerals Ltd., 1995)

situation in the remote Lac de Gras - Aylmer Lake region, where intense research hasonly
been performed in thelast few years due to the diamond potentialof the area. If TM
imagery pswes to be reliable in the identificationof potential granular resources,it would
be very useful in areas such as this project’s study area.A considerable amount of

be saved if only the areas with granular resource
airphoto interpretation time could

potential (identified fromthe TM imagery) had to be analyzed in more detail with
airphotos.

In this thesis we will attempt to determine the reliabilityof satellite image analysis
techniques (linear stretch, principal components analysis) as compared to airphoto
interpretation in the identificationof granular resources. Additionally,an attempt willbe
made to determine if principal components analysis of the
TM data provides for increased
separability of granular deposits than the use of standard TM image bands. Every effort

has been made to follow a logical and rational progressionof steps in order to provide
answers tothese problems. A review of previous work performed in this field of study is
provided, focusing upon the use of Landsat imageryin surficial geology mapping and
granular resourceidentification. The methodology behindthe project is described,
divided into the following sections: satellite imageanalysis.(utilizinglinear stretches and
principal components analysis), detailed airphoto interpretation, and field work. Both
descriptive andstatistical results of all analyses and field workare provided, followedby
the conclusions of the thesis.

2.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The identificationof granular resources through the use
of remote sensing techniquesis a
field of study which has experienced rapid developmentin the recent past. For years. the

interpretation ofairphotos was the only reliable means by which sources of aggregate
could be located. Yet with the evolution in the scienceof remote sensing to the increased
use of satellite - based sensors, an entirely new set of techniquesfor identifying granular
resources was made available for research.

This literature review willfocus on selected research projects in which Landsat imagery is
a
utilized either to map the surficial geologyor to identify the granular resources within
cenain area A variety of different enhancementtypes and image classificationswere used

in these papers. Many other studies have been performed with the purpose
of identifying
sand and graveldeposits utilizing othertypes of imagery, such as Systeme Probatoire
d’observation de la Terre (SPOT) and MEISS-II Multispectral Airborne data. These
papers will notbe reviewed here, as the purpose of thisthesis is the application ofTM
imagery to the location of aggregates.

2.2

PREVIOUS
RESEARCH

Economically, granular resources are a high-volume, low-value material. Hence, oneof
the primary concerns for the miningcompanies when deciding to extract from a granular

deposit is the transportationcost from quarry to job site. Many factors determine whether

a deposit canbe quarried including the location
of the deposit, the quality and quantity
of
the material, the availabilityof the deposit for production, and the means
of transporting
the aggregate to market. If a problem is encountered in any of these factors, an otherwise

excellent depositof sand and gravel may be essentially worthless ( h e e l e r Jr. et al.
1994).

Along with the economic factors involvedin the extraction of granular material there=e
also some ecological considerations. especiallyin the very fragile environment of the
Canadian tundra. Eskers are considered to be a primary source of granular materialsas
they have relief, they are easily recognizable and distinct landforms, the material
within
the esker is well-sorted, and generally they are easily developed without drainage
problems. Mueller (1994) concluded that eskersare also the most suitable habitat for
denying for several types of animals (ground squirrels, foxes, wolves, grizzlybears) in
the Canadian tundra. Developed soils and easily penetrated materials are relatively rare
in
shield regionsof Canada, which are characterized by extensive bedrock outcrops and
numerous lakes. The sands and grovels of eskers provide easy digging for animals, and
because they are so well drained they remain unfrozen year round. Eskersare also used
by wildlife as travel corridors (Jakimchuk and Carruthers,
1983) and as habitat for relief

from insects. Mueller recommended that den
sites should be identified and avoided; the
disturbance of eskers should be minimized; quarry sites should be identified,; materials
should be reclaimed after industrial use, and impacts on theuse of eskers should be
studied.

There have been several studiesin the past on the use of Landsat imagery forsudicial
geology mapping andin the exploration of granular resources. Rencz and Shilts(1981)
mapped the surficial geologyof the Kaminak Lakearea of theNWT using Landsat
Multispectral Scanner(MSS) imagery. The overall accuracyof correctly classifyinga
pixel was 90 percent. The sudicial geology map produced from Landsat datawas
comparable to maps producedby conventional techniques. The authorsstate that the

advantage of this method over conventional techniquesis the capability of rapidly
reproducing low-cost derivativemaps at any scale.

-

Hornsby (1983), working with a study area in the eastern NWT. determined that the

for mapping surfkid geology is the changes
primary limitation of using Landsat imagery
which occur in the spectral response patterns of similar featureson the ground. While
Landsat provided a feasible method of mapping surficial geology, classifications could
not be extended more thana few tens of kilometers beyond the original classified image
because of the spectral response changes.

In three contrasting geologic environmentsof Canada, Belanger and Rencz
( 1984)
performed several enhancements,including principalcomponents analysis (PCA) and
unsupervised classifications,to evaluate the surficial geologyof each area. It was found
that in some areas where ground information concerning the surficialgeologyhegetation
relationship was available, a semi-supervised classification may yield thebest results.

Mollard (1985) studied the utilityof TM imagery foridentifying large sand and gravel
prospects in south-central Saskatchewan. Mollard determined that because
TM imagery

on geological
lacks thestereoscopiceffect of airphotos the emphasis is placed
environment, geomorphic setting and land cover to identify granular prospects. It is also
difficult to predict the average depthof recoverable granular material using TM imagery.
Mollard states that the principal advantageof the satellite imagery is
one of scale, sincea
large number of airphotos must be obtained in order to cover the areaof one TM image.

Carswell (1986) utilized different enhancementsof TM imagery to map the surficial
geology of a portion of northwestern Ontario. Carswell performed linear stretches,PCA,
and mathematically-derived enhancements(band products) of the data. It was found that

i l

a true-colour composite usinga linear piecewise stretchoffered the most control allowin_e

for the maximum separabilityof surfkial materials.

-

George et al. (1986) attempted to identify and map tonalanomalies caused by differing
drainage patterns due to underlyinggranular deposits in Chatham, Ontario using
multispectral imagery. They were working under the hypothesis that shallowly buried
granular deposits would have betterdrained soils (hence differing spectral responses)
developed over them. Excellent discrimination
of the surficial materials was obtained
and from band ratios.
from colour composites of visible and near-infrared bands

Minor et al. (1988) conducted a geobotanical studyin California employing remote
sensing techniques usingTM imagery to determine if vegetation couldbe used to
discriminate parent materialsfor suitability as aggregate source material. Image
processing techniques included band composites, band ratios, PCA and linear
recombination. The most useful images were those
composites that included bands from
two of the techniques, such as a ratioed band with principalcomponents bands. The
alluvium best suited for aggregate source materialwas better h n e d and thus contributed
to the premature desiccation (browning)of the overlyingannual vegetation.

Gorecki et al. (1989) undertook a study to determine the utilityof TM imagery for sand
and gravel exploration in northwestern
Alberta. A supervised classification was
performed where the training sitesconsisted of known aggregate locations. Evaluation of
results showed that a high percentageof test sites (knownaggregate deposits thatwere
not used for training) were identifiedas aggregate prone by means of this procedure.

Rencz, Aylsworthand Shilts ( L989) digitally classifiedand compared a TM image of part
of the District of Keewatin, NWT with a 1: 125,000 surficial geology map produced from

airphoto interpretation. They concluded that the classification results were similar
to the
surfkial geology map and thatthe TM data should have a wide application to mapping
surfkial gcslogy in other areasof the arctic. The discrepancies were due to human
interpretation on the conventional map or overlap
in the spectral signatureson the TM
map.

Although their paper did not pertain
to the extraction of granular resources,Chavez and
Kwarteng (1989) utilized a type of data analysis which could be applied toTM imagery
when searching for aggregates. As opposed to using a ‘standard’ PCA, in which all
available data bands areused as input to the PCA, the authors performeda ‘selective’

PCA. Selective PCA means that onlya subset of the available data bands are usedas
input to the PCA, with various criteria being used to select the subsets. Selective PCA
can be used to enhance the spectralcontrast between different regionsof the
electromagnetic spectrum,so that properties suchas vegetation differences and moisture
retention capability canbe identified.

2.3

SUMMARY

The utilization of satellite imagery
in the identificationof granular resourcesis a tool
which should continue to be refined becauseof the potentialamount of time and money
which can be saved in data analysis. There are still some flaws withthe technology
which must be solved. Two of the primary problemsare related to the actual design of
the TM sensor. First, it is generally not possibleto view the TM imagery stereoscopically
due to the path of the satellite, making
it very difficultto predict the volumeof a potential
granular deposit. Because this is a very important factor to consider when identifying
potential sources of aggregate, a method should be developed which predicts the volume.
The use of RADARSAT imagery, with its stereoscopic abilities,
could possibly solve this

problem.

Secondly, the spatial resolution of the TM imagery makes it impossible to identify many
smaller depesits which could contain high- quality, extractable material. In the future,
newer satellite sensors with improved spatial resolutionshould provide more accurate
methods for the identificationof granular resources.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1

INT~ODUCTION

This methodology attemptsto follow a logical progression of steps so that the thesis
objectives canbe met. Initially, image analysis of the TM data was performed utilizing
linear stretch enhancementsof the imagery to identify potential locationsof granular
material. Principal component transformationsof the data were performed ata later stage
following the original DIAND project. Following the linear stretch analysis,a detailed
airphoto interpretationof the study area was performed to accuratelyassess probable
sources of aggregate. To conclude the project, field tests and ground checks werecarried
out in the study area.

Several criteria havebeen defined (see Tables 2 and 3) in order to providefor a logical
identification system in the extraction of potential granular resources fromTM imagery or
airphotos. Most of these criteria have been based on geomorphic principles which are
characteristic of the landforms presentin the study area. The geomorphic principles have
been extracted from Easterbrook(1993).

3.2 SATELLITE IMAGE ANALYSIS
3.2.1

Tvw and date of ImaFery

The type of imagery analyzedin this study was Landsat Thematic Mapper multispectral
imagery. TM images have a 30 metre spatial resolution and sevenbands of radiance data
(band 6 has a 120 metre resolution). Table 1 outlines the seven TM bands, their principal
applications and their positionsin the electromagnetic spectrum.In this project, only five
of the seven energy bands are utilized.Band 1 (blue visible) is not used because of its
high sensitivity to haze and other atmospheric distortions. Band
6 (thermal infrared) is
not used because of its spatial resolutionof 120 metres.

Table 1: Thematic Mapper Spectral Bands (adapted from Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994)

Band

Wavelength

(urn)

Nominal Spectral
Location

Principal
Applications

0.45 - 0.52

Bh e

Designed for water body
penetration, making it useful for
coastal water mapping. Also
useful for soilhegetation
discrimination, forest mapping,
and cultural feature identification.

0.52 - 0.60

Green

Designed to measure green
reflectance peak of vegetation for
vegetation discriminationand vigor
assessment. Also useful for
cultural feature identification.

0.63 - 0.69

Red

Designed to sensein a chlorophyll
absorption region, aidingin plant
species differentiation. Also
useful for cultural feature
identification.

0.76 - 0.90

Near infrared

Useful for determining vegetation
types, vigor, and biomass content,
for delineating water bodies, and
for soil moisture discrimination.

- 1.75

Mid - infrared

Indicative of vegetation moisture
content and soil moisture. Also
useful for differentiation of snow
from clouds.

1.55

10.4 - 12.5

Thermal infrared

2.08 - 2.35

Mid - infrared

Useful in vegetation stress
analysis, soil moisture
discrimination, and thermal
mapping applications.
Useful for discriminationof
mineral and rock types. Also
sensitive to vegetation moisture
content.

* Bands 6 and 7 an out of wavelength sequence because band 7 was added to the TM late in the original
system design process.

The TM image which was analyzed at the Universityof Waterloo was taken on August 2,

1994 and occupies part of NTS 1:250,0oO map sheets 76C and 76D. The study area
consists &e

upper left portion of this scene, which can be referred to as Path 4 4 , Row

15. The 1994 imagery was purchased by D I M for use in their Granular Resources

Program in the Slave Province. The TM image which was analyzed atD

W

headquarters (Hull, PQ) andthe Government of Northwest Territories Centre for Remote
Sensing (GNWTCRS,Yellowknife) was taken on July 26, 1989 and occupies the entire

NTS 1:250,000 map sheet 76D. The EASVPACE2 imageanalysis system was used for
the maj,ority of theTM data analysis.

3.2.2

Linear Stretch Analvsis

The bandsof TM spectral data canbe viewed independently as black and white images.
Often a colour displayof the satellite imagery aids
in the discrimination of different land
cover types and also provides for an aesthetically pleasing output. A truecolour
composite is produced when three bands of imagedata are used and the band assignedto
the red, green and blue colour displayguns are the actual red, green and blue spectral
bands. A false colour composite is produced when the spectral bands (e.g. near infrared)

are assigned to colour display gunsof differing light intensity (e.g. redvisible). When
referring to colour composites, thebands will be listed in their RGB colour display order.
Therefore, composite 432 means that band 4 is displayed in the red gun, band 3 is
displayed in the green gun, and band2 is displayed in the blue gun. Experimentation was
done using several of the morecommon false colour composites, focusing on 432,234
and 543. Composite 432 is commonly referred to as the “false colour infrared” composite
because of its similarity to colour infrared film.

-

Any use of trade, product orfirmnames is for descriptive purposes only and does not
imply endorsement bythe author.

An image enhancementis the manipulation of the raw satellite spectral datain order to

increase the amountof information that canbe interpreted from the image. Thereis no
single optimum enhancement-- usually several enhancementsof the same image are
required to adequately display all inherent information (PCI, 1993). Choosing the
appropriate enhancementis often a matter of experimentation and data manipulation,
combined with the operator’sexperience with the equipmentand imagery.

Most satellitesensors were designed to accommodate a wide range of illumination
conditions, from poorly lit arctic regionsto high reflectancedesert regions. Because of

this, the pixel valuesin the majority of digital scenes occupya relatively small portionof
the possible range of image grey values(0- 255). If the pixel values are displayed in
their original form, only a small rangeof grey values willbe used, resultingin a low
contrast display on which similar features might be indistinguishable ( X I , 1993). A
contrast stretch enhancementexpands the range of pixel values
so that they are displayed
over a fuller rangeof grey values. One of the image enhancements utilized extensivelyin
this project was the simple linear stretch,
a type of contrast stretch. When a linear stretch
is performed, the rangeof grey values in the image (e.g.5 1 - 153) is expanded unifonnlv
to fill therange of available displaygrey values (0- 255). One drawback to the linear
stretch is that it assignsas many grey display levelsto the rarely occurring image values
as to the frequently occurring values.

3.2.3

Identification of Tar-

The imagery was carefully analyzed and the location
of each potential depositor
glaciofluvial landformwas recorded. The target identified on the imagerywas associated
with a certain kindof landform aftercomparing it to a checklist of distinguishing features
(see Table 2). All available information pertainingto each target has been stored in a
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database entitled "features.dbr' (see Appendix A). The primary fields pertaining to the
satellite imageanalysis that are contained within"features.dbf' are as follows:
tarpt number
western point of target (1atitudeAongitude coordinatesaccurate to minutes; some
targets are accurate toseconds)
to minutes; some
eastern pointof target (latitudeflongitude coordinates accurate
targets are accurate to seconds)

centre pointof target (latitudeflongitude coordinates accurate
to minutes; some
targets are accurate to seconds)
to the lettered code as
the list of satellite imagery distinguishing features according
outlined in Table 2

3.2.4

Principal
Components
Analvsis

Pnncipal Components Analysis ( E A ) provides an alternate meansof displaying
multispectral image data (like
TM imagery) due to set
a of mathematical transformations
that generates a new set of uncorrelated image components (Richards, 1993). There are
two main advantages of using PCA. First, unlike theoriginal bands of spectral data
(see Table 5), there is no mathematical correlation
which are often highly correlated

between thenew components. Second, PCA may be used to compress the information
7 TM bands) into just two or three new
content of a number of bands of imagery (e.g.

components, thereby reducing redundancy indata processing and analysis (Richards,
1993).

The PCA procedure is graphically displayed in Figure 3. For ease of display, only a twodimensional multispectral spaceis used, yet the relationship holdstrue for any number of
dimensions in multispectral imagery.

Table 2: Satellite Image Analysis Distinguishing Features

POSSIBILITIES
ORIENTATION RELA'ITWTO
ICE FLOW DIRECTION

A. Parallel to ice tlow
B. Transverse to ice flow
C. Lacking consistent orientation

ORIENTATION RELATIVE TO
OTHERSIMILARFEATURES

A. Oriented in the same direction as other similar
features
B. No orientation withother similar features, even
when orientation is expected
C. Orientation unknown

TONE/COLOUR
*NOTE: T M 3 (red visible) with
a linear stretch

A. Light grey (almost white)

B. Medium grey
C. Dark grey
D. Combination (mixed lighteddarker)
A. narrow and sinuous; relatively uniform width;

low widtMength ratio
B. very narrow and curving; relatively uniform
width; generally a low width/length ratio
C. oval to cigar-shaped streamlined forms
D. belt of material with variable widths
E. variable in shape and size
F. Deltaic
A. Lineaments and fractures

B. Uniform and smooth
C. Mottled (vegetation)
D. Other
ASSOCIATION WITH
DRAINAGE FEATURES

ASSOCIATION WITH RELIEF
* from comparisons with a
topographic map

A. Pass through lakesor weave through groups of

lakes
B. Parallel to shoreline (probable increased relief)
C. Parallel to major streams
D. No apparent association
A. Run up and down slope
B. Parallel to contour
C. No apparent association

When digital numbers from one band are piotted against those from another
band near to it in the electromagnetic spectrum(e.g. T M 2 v. TM3), the
-majority of the points lie on, or near to. a diagonal line passing through the
origin of the graph (Drury, 1993). This results in an elliptical distribution(see
Figure 3a). The closer the data areto the diagonal, the greater the degreeof
correlation.
0

PCA begins by shifting the originof the plot to the point defining the meansof
the two sets of data (see Figure 3b)(Drury, 1993).
The axes are then rotated through an angle 0 so that one of the axes (PC1) is
aligned with the maximum variance in the data. The second axis (PC2) is
orthogonal toP C 1 and therefore expresses the variance that cannot
be
expressed by PC1 (see Figure 3c)(Drury, 1993).

The principal components whichare created are linear transformationsof the original
images, and have axes thatare orthogonal to each otherwith no mathematical correlation.
The sum of thevariances in all of the componentsis equal to the total variance present
in
the original input image(ASP, 1983). The first component includes the largest
percentage of the total scene variance. Succeeding components (PC2, PC3. . .PCn) each
contain a decreasing percentage of the scene variance (Lillesand and Kiefer,1994).

Two types of PCA were utilized in this thesis. Standard PCA means that allof the
available inputbands are used as input to the analysis. In this study, TM bands 2,3,4,5
and 7 were transformed into five new components. Each of the new componentswas

Figure 3: Principal Components Axes Shift and Rotation (Source: Drury, 1993)

analyzed independentlyin black and white. The fifth component was discarded, as it
contained a high degree of image noise' and was uninterpretable.

Selective PCA means that onlya subset of the available inputbands are usedas input to
the analysis (Chavez and Kwarteng, 1989). In this thesis, the criteria used to select the

subsets was based upon the degreeof correlation between the bands. The following
subsets were selected becauseof their higher degreeof correlation: TMUTM3 subset and
TM5/TM7 subset, while the followingsubsets were selected because of their lower
degree of correlation: TM2/TM5 subset and TM2/TM7 subset.

The method in which selective PCA uses only highly correlatedsubsets as input is useful
for dimensionality reduction (Chavezet al., 1982; Chavez et ai., 1984). By grouping the
input bands in this manner, the PCA will map most
of the variance or information into the
first component. The methodin which selective PCA uses subsets with a lower degreeof

' Image noise is random or regular artifactsin data which degrade the information-bearing
quality and are caused by defects in the recording device (Drury, 1993).

correlation is useful for identifyingareas of spectral contrast (Chavez and Kwarteng,
1989). By using only two bands as input. the information that is common to both will be
mapped t k e first component and information that
is unique to either one of the two
input bands will be mapped to the second component (Chavez and Kwarteng, 1989). The
subsets TM2/TM5 and TM2/Th47 were chosen becauseit was believed the moisture
detection capabilitiesof the mid-infrared bands would aidin the identification of granular
materials. Granular deposits are reasonably well-drained, therefore it was believed that

they would contrast against themore poorly-drained surrounding landscape.

PCA procedure was analyzed
Each of the components created using the selective
independently in black and white

3.3 AIRPHOTOINTERPRETATION
The airphoto analysis is a necessary step in this project since it should either support or
discard anyspeculations made about possible targetsfrom the TM imagery. The airphoto
analysis allows stereoscopic viewing of the topography of the targets. The improved
resolution should also allow the vegetation cover of the targets andtheir surrounding
areas to be distinguished, along withother finer details which were not
distinguishableon
the TM imagery. There were two sets of airphotos used in this project.

The alrphotos used in the early stagesof this project were 1956 black and white
photographs ata scale of 1:60,000. They were borrowed from theTerrain Sciences

Division of the Geological Survey of Canada. Airphotos wereavailable for the entire 76D

NTS map sheet of the Lac de Gras area. The roll numbers andphotograph numbers for
the photographs which were analyzedas part of this study are:
A15492 -- (1-25), (65-110). (160-181)
A15494 -- (1-25), (65-1 10)

A 15495 -- ( I -2O), (50-90)

There w e d s o colour airphotos availableof the main BHP claim area in the Lac de
Gras-Exeter Lake area. These photos were taken in August of 1993 at a scale of 1:2O,ax)
by Eagle Mapping Services of Port Coquitlam. B.C.The roll numbers and photograph

numbers for these photographs are:
G9308038 -- (1-164)
(39308037 -- (1-269)
G9308036 -- (1-283)

Every photo was carefully analyzed and the location of each potential depositor
glaciofluvial landform was recorded. The method
of identifying the targets from the
airphotos was generally the same method as used with the linear stretch technique, only
the airphotos had increased resolution and stereoscopic abilities. The target identified on
the airphoto was associated with a certain kind of landform after comparingit to a
checklist of distinguishing features (see Table
3

The airphotos were also used in preparation for the fieldwork portion of the project, so
certain factors had tobe considered to ensure that maximum
use of the expensive
helicopter time couidbe achieved. Each potential target was studied according to the
following economic factors:
approximate distance from Daring Lake camp (kilometres)
relationship to major water bodies regarding development potential
whether the prospect was in the zone of continuous or discontinuous permafrost
approximate size of the deposit (category sizes are givenbelow)

The categories which were used toclassify the approximate size of each target were
borrowed from "Compilation Inventoryof Granular Material Resources Information
Bordered by Latitude 63"and 68" and Longitude 102"and i 12" in NWT" (Mollad 1994).
The number range for eachof these three categories isin cubic metres of material:
SMALL - tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands

MEDIUM - hundreds of thousands to millions
LARGE - millions to tens of millions
All available information pertaining to each target has been stored in the database entitled
"features.dbf' (see Appendix A), which is described in Section 3.2.3. In addition to the
fields described previously, the following fields pertaining to airphoto interpretation were
included in the database:
0

0

0

3.4

each of the economic factors consideredwhen preparing for field work (except
flight lines and photo numbers)
the list of airphoto distinguishing features accordingto the lettered code as outlined
in Table 3
a reference as to whether the target is visible on both TM data and airphotos or on
airphotos only

FIEJID W O W

The preliminaryTM linear stretch analysisand airphoto interpretation was verifiedby
ground checks,short ground traverses and low-level helicopter surveys.

TM imagery
The key purpose of this project was to determine the effectiveness of using
as a bbfrrst-look"
to identify glaciofluviai featuresin a large, relatively unknown area.
Therefore it was decided that the focusof the field work shouldbe to identify and observe

as many of the targets as possible from the air. After observingas many of the targets as

Table 3: Airphoto Interpretation Distinguishing Features

FEATURETYPE

POSSIBILITIES

ORIENTATION RELATIVE TO A. Parallel to ice flow
ICE FLOW DIRECTION
B. Transverse to ice flow
C. Lacking consistent orientation
OE2IENTATION RELATlVE TO

A. Same directionas other similar features

OTHER SIMILAR FEATURES

B. No orientation with other similar features
C. Orientation unknown

TOWCOLOUR (Black and
White Photos)

A. Light grey (almost white)

TOPOGRAPHY

A. Narrow, steep-sided ridges; considerable relief
B. Lumpy, steep-sided mounds: considerable relief
C. Hummocky, hilly topography in an almost
featureless plain
D. Rounded, oval-shaped hills; considerable relief
E. Flat-topped, steep-sided extensions of narrow,
steep-sided ridges
F. Relatively level topography; slight slope
downward
G. Narrow, gentle-sided ridges; little relief

SHAPE

A. narrow and sinuous; relatively uniform width;
low width/length ratio
B. very narrow and curving; relatively uniform
width; generally a low widMength ratio
C. oval to cigar-shaped streamlined forms
D. belt of material with variable widths
E. variable in shape and size
F. Deltaic
G. Conical or elongated hills

COVER

A. Bare

B. Medium grey
C. Dark grey
D. Combination (mixed lighteddarker)

B. Mosses (mottled)
C. GrassedShrubs
D. Mixed (bdvegetated)
TONWUNlFORMKY

A. L i n e a m e n t i d fractures
B. Uniform and smooth
C. Mottled (vegetation)
D. Other
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Table 3: Airphoto Interpretation Distinguishing Features

1
.

FEATURETYPE

POSSIBILITIES

ASSOCIATION WITH
DRAINAGE FEATURES

A. Pass through lakes or weave through groups of
lakes
B. Parallel to shoreline (probable increased relief)
C. Parallel to major streams
D. No apparent association

ASSOCIATION WITH RELIEF

A. Run up and down slope
B. Parallel to contour
C. No apparent association

possible, conclusions would be made as to why some of the targets appearon both TM
imagery and airphotos while some targetsare visible on airphotos only. The actual
quality and compositionof the granular material was alsoconsidered in this project.

Before embarking forthe work in the field, much preparation had tobe done in order to
ensure a balance of maximum cost-effectiveness and target coverage. As mentioned in the
airphoto interpretation methodology, thereare several economic factors which were
considered when performing the airphoto interpretation
(these are contained in
“features.dbf’ database). It was also necessary to observe the largest amountof variation
within the targets as possible. For instance, it was important to gainobservations from
the following subgroups of targets:
targets identified on both satellite imagery and airphotos
targets identified from airphotos only
0

targets believed to be eskers

0

targets believed to be kames
targets within areas of exposed bedrock, boulder fields or thin till

targets within areas of thicker till
The targets were manually plotted on NTS topographic maps and a schedule was
developed& visit the optimal numberof sites considering the aforementioned
factors
(both economic and target variability).

At each of the target sites observedby the air or the ground, detailed notesandor

photographs were taken. For each target, qualitative descriptions and observations were
made on the following variables:
derailed description of the landform shape
0

the amount of vegetation present and where on the landform it occurs

0

the amount of exposed granular material
a general description of the surrounding landscape

any other unique features of the landform (e.g. sinkholes)

Further to the observations made from the helicopter surveys and ground checks, eight
sites were chosen outof the target list as sampling locations. These sites were chosen
because of their apparent potential for granular extraction. Therefore, some of the factors
considered when choosing the sampling sites were: location of the target relative to
proposed developments; potential volume of target; well-defined slope for extraction
purposes: well-graded exposed granular material. By sampling selected targets, it was

hoped that an indication of the quality of the granular materialin the study area wouldbe
obtained. Additionally, after gaining some knowledgeof the material within the
landform, analysis could be made regarding the surficialgpearance of the landforms
compared to the differentkinds of material inside.

When sampling and testing theeskers, each pit had to be at least one metre deep. A
tarpaulin was spread out besidethe test pit, and a representation from each layer was
Remaining material from each
placed on the tarpaulin at each successive shovel layer.
layer was discarded. Once a depth of at least one metre was reached, the sampleon the
tarpaulin was reduced to a size which would fit into a 20 litre pail. The sample was
reduced using the “quartering” method, which ensuresthat a representative sampleof the
entire pit is collected. The samples were then sent to EBA Engineering Consultants, Ltd.
(Yellowknife)for detailed analysis.

4.

RESULTS

4.1

SATELLITE IMAGE ANALYSIS

4.1.1

Linear Stretch

The simple linear stretchwas used extensively in order to enhance the following image
bands and colour composites. When performing single band image analysis, band 3 (red
visible) and band7 (mid-infrared) were used the mostfrequently. Band 3 is regarded as
an excellent indicator of non-vegetated
features, as it senses areas of chlorophyll
absorption. Since many glaciofluvial landforms contain extensive sectionsof nonvegetated exposed aggregate(this is especially so in the arctic tundra), band3 is useful for
revealing them. Band 7 is often used in the discriminationof mineral and rock types and
moisture content identification. It was effectivein revealing many of the same targets that
band 3 identified. Band 2 (green visible), which measures the chlorophyll reflectanceof
vegetation, is very effective at differentiating between vegetated areas and non-vegetated
areas. Band 2 reveals many of the same features as band 3, yet it is not recommended for
use alone becauseof sensitivity to haze.

432,234 and
Although several colour composites were experimented with, composites

543 were chosen to focus on. With composite 432 (false colour infrared), the vegetation
appears redpink and exposed surfaces (e.g. exposedgranular, boulders, bedrock) appear
white to pale blue. Therefore it is relatively easy to differentiate between these two types
of land cover, and in areas with a low amount of exposed bedrock the
esker landforms
can be quite apparent. Composite 543 produces an image which iscloser to real-life
colours in appearance. The vegetation appears green, exposed surfaces appear
purple/pink and water bodies appear blue. Composite234 produces an image with
excellent contrast between the dominant colours. Vegetationin this composite appears

purple while the exposed surfaces appear yellow. Composite234 is quite effectiveat
revealing eskers in areas with a low amount of exposed bedrock.

-

In all, a totalof 36 targets was identified fromthe TM imagery on the study areaof NTS
map sheet 76D. Every one of these targets is believed to be eskers, although there are
some differences between them. Some of these eskers arewell-defined on the imagery
while others are diffkult to distinguish -- some of the eskers even display beading
tendencies on the TM imagery. A beaded esker has numerous bead like expansions and
contractions in width, due to pauses
in glacial retreat or the discharge of esker streams
into temporary lakes (Mollard,1974). The targets which were identified onthe TM
imagery were almost evenly distributed between the three
deposit size classes usedin the
study (defined in the airphoto interpretation methodology). Of these targets,eight were
classified as small deposits, seven were classifiedas medium deposits and six were
classified as large deposits.

The majorityof the 36 targets which were identified from theTM imagery had
distinguishing features which were similar to one another andare characteristic of eskers

in general. The following is a list ofdistinguishingfeatures of eskers as interpreted from
the TM imagery:
oriented parallei to the known directionof ice flow
oriented in the samedirection as other eskers
shape is narrow and sinuous; width is relatively uniform
tonehniformity of surrounding landscape is mottled
pass through lakesor weave throughoutgroups of lakes
most of the eskers have exposed granular material which is highly reflective;
this resultsin a very light toneon many of the banddcomposites analyzed

Generally, it was much easier to detect the eskerson the TM imagery in areas of thicker

till, as opposed to areasof thinner till, exposed bedrock or boulder fields. On some
occasions &e esker seemed to “blendin” to the surrounding landscapeif it was situated
near a boulder fieldor exposed bedrock.

4.1.2

Principal ComDonents Analvsis

The analysisof the covariance matrix and the correlation matrix will
be reviewed frrst, as

both of these matrices apply to the entireTM data set. Following the reviewof the
covariance mauix and correlation matrix statistics, the results
of the analyses of eachPCA
and each new component willbe discussed. Eigenvector loading values for each
transformation and the amount
of scene variance in each new component willbe
provided.

4.1.2.1 CovarianceMatrixandCorrelation

Matrix

Before applying thePCA to the TM data, it was necessaryto create the covariance matrix
of the data set(see Table 4). The covariance matrix represents the meansby which the

Table 4: Covariance Matrix for Thematic Mapper Input Bands
TMBand
2

I

z

3

I 172.48
14.28189.52
2
4
320.20 715.69 372.39
499.30
586.27
5
756.6
470.38
7255.07
17.39 2

4

5

7

1 108.8 1

1764.2 1
1

329.80

3

scatterhpread of the pixels in multispectral space is described.If there is a high
correlation between a pair of spectral bands, the corresponding off-diagonal element
in the
covariance matrix willbe large by comparison to the diagonal element. If there is little
correlation between the spectral bands, the off-diagonal terms
will be close to zero
(Richards, 1993). As is evident from analysis of Table 4, the spectral bands in this

study’s data set are highly correlated. A l l of the off-diagonal terms in the matrix are
relatively large and noneof the off-diagonal terms are closeto zero. By applying
Equation 4 to the covariance matrix,a correlation matrix cJf the TM spectral bands can
be created (Richards, 1993),
Qij

= V,j/ sq.rt (Vli* Vu)

(Equation 4.1)

where Qijis an element of the correlation matrixand VI,, etc.are elements of the
covariance matrix;Viiand Vu are thevariances of the ith andjth bands of data. The
correlation matrix for the data set used in this thesis is displayed in Table 5. As was to be
expected after analyzing the covariance matrix,
the numerical correlation values are ail

Table 5: Correlation Matrix for Thematic Mapper Input Bands
TMBand
2
3
4
5
7

I
I

2
1.O

3

.o

0.986
1
12 0.9
0.95 1
0.954 0.905
0.9 12
0.9920.9680.959

4

.o

1
0.987

7

5

1.O

1.o

quite high. A general trendof most multispectral data which can be observed in this
correlation matrixis that bands whichare closer to eachother in the electromagnetic
spectrum havegreater correlation values.

4.1.2.2

StandardPrincipalComponentsAnalysis

Table 6 contains the eigenvector loading valuesfor the standard PCA, in which all
available TM data bands were used as input to the analysis.

Princioal Component I

-- 98.03% Scene Variance

This component contains substantial positive loading values(ranging from 0.22 to 0.75)

for all TM input bands. The image is generally an average of all input bands, andcan be

Table 6: Eigenvector Loadings for Standard PCA
PC 1
Pc2PC3

PC4
PC5

I

TPUIZ.
0.22
0.76
-0.02
-0.26
-0.56

TM3
0.250.75

“4
0.47

TM5

0.55

-0.08
-0.8 1
0.33
-0.05

-0.34
0.26
-0.50
0.06

0.10
0.14

0.77

TM7
0.32
””

-0.03
0.5 1

0.74

-0.28

referred to as the “brightness” index (Drury, 1993). This component was ineffective in
the identification of granular resources. Because PC1 is an average of all input bands. the
resulting imageis quite “smooth” and lackingin contrast. There appearsto be a limited
amount of grey valuedtones used in this image. The characteristics of the eskers (e.g.
differing vegetation and moisturecontent than the surrounding landscape) whichwould

make them evident in a PCA would not be detected until the later components.

Principal Comuonent2 -- 1.32% Scene Variance

PC2 contains strong positive loadingsin the visible input bands (higheston TM2) and
negative loading valuesin the near infrared and mid-infrared bands. Vegetation is a
material that displays this contrast between the visible and infrared portionsof the
spectrum; therefore this component may be considered a “vegetation index”. Because
vegetation has higher reflectance levelsin the infrared portionsof the spectrum and these
input bands have negative loading values, this
image would display regionsof vegetation

contrast darker. This component was a poor indicatorof granular resources, although
they can be detected if some previous knowledge of their location is known. This

component was best enhanced usinga logarithmic contrastenhancement, a technique
which is useful for enhancing dark features (Richards, 1993).

Principal Component3 -- 0.56% Scene Variance

PC3 contains strong positive loadingsin the mid-infrared bands anda strong negative
loading in the near infrared band. The visible band loadings canbe disregarded because

the degree of the loadings is quite light. This component could be used as an indicator of
vegetation. The very high negative loading for the near infrared band contrasted against
the positivdoadings for the mid-infrared bandswould dispiay areas of vegetationcontrast
with a dark tone. This component could also be used as an indicator of vegetation

moisture content, as both of the mid-infrared bands contain water energy absorption
zones (Drury, 1993). Eskers, boulder fields, exposed bedrock and flutings all appear
very light onthis image and canbe difficult to distinguish from each other. Flutings are
smooth straight parallel furrows worn in the surface of the rocks by glacial erosion
(Mollard, 1974). Some eskers not detected from the linear stretch analyses were
identified on this image, primarilyin areas where there was little exposed bedrock,
boulder fields or flutings. Areas of till appear darker. The contrast on this image between
till andexposed rock surfaces is probablydue to vegetation contrasts and moisture
content. Regions with glacial till would have a greater amount
of vegetation than the
exposed rock surfaces of eskers, boulder fields, bedrock and flutings. This image was
best enhanced using a linearstretch.

PrinciDal Component 4 -- 0.06% Scene Variance
PC4 contains substantial negative loadings for Th42 and TM5 input bands, and substantial
positive loadings for TM3, TM4 and TM7 input bands.Because of the complexityof the
loading sequence, it was not possible
to provide anexact explanation as to what this
component displays. This image is quite noisy, although itis still interpretable. Organic
soildpeat bogs appear very dark on this image andare well-defined. Eskers are also welldefined andappear very bright. There is good contrast between theeskers and other
exposed rock surfaces -- they can be easily distinguishedfrom each other. Some of the
eskers only identified from auphoto analysis can be detected, but they are very difficult to
extract owing to the amount of image noise present. These targets probably wouldn’t be

extracted if previous knowledgeof them wasn't available. This image was best enhanced
using a linear stretch.

-

Principal Component 5 -- 0.02% Scene Variance
This component was disregarded as the amount
of scene varianceit represents is
negligible. The image was very noisy and uninterpretable.

4.1.2.3

Selective
Principal
Components
Analysis

Principal Component 1 ~ T M u T M 3 -) 99.30% Scene Variance
Table 7 contains the eigenvector loading values
for the selective FCA utilizing TM2 and

T M 3 as input bandsfor the analysis.

Table 7: Eigenvector Loadings for Selective PCA T M m 3

PC1

"2
-0.67

PC2

-0.74

TM3

-0.74
0.67

PC1 contains high negative loadingsfor both input bands, andcan be considered the
brightness component,or average of the two input bands. This is an excellent image for
identifying eskers, as they appear verydark and well-defined. Some of the targets
previously identified from airphotos - only can be extracted with ease. Eskersare easily
separated from the larger, lighter boulderfields. Waterbodies are very light, while peat
bogdorganic soils have a lighter tone thanother soil types. The reason this component is
so effective at displaying eskers is because it is basically an average of two input bands,

which independently are also very effective at displayingeskers. This image was best
enhanced usinga logarithmic contrast enhancement.

Principal Component2 (TM2KM3) -- 0.70% Scene Variance

PC2 contains a high negative loadingfor the TM2 input band and a high positive loading
for the TM1input band. This image should display contrast between regions of
chlorophyll reflectance(TM2)and chlorophyll absorption(TM3), but it is very difficult to
interpret dueto the high degree of noise. Eskers appear very light and are easily separated
from the boulder fields, which were unidentifiable and blended into the landscape.
Eskers which were previously identifiedon airphotos only were very difficultto extract
due to the high amount of noise. This image was best enhanced using a linear stretch.
This component is not recommendedfor use in granularresource identification.

Principal ComDonent 1 fTM5/TM7) -- 99.79% Scene Variance
PCA utilizing T M 5 and
Table 8 contains the eigenvector loading values for the selective

TM7 as input bands for the analysis.

Table 8: Eigenvector Loadings for Selective PCA TM5/TM7
PC1
PC2

"5
-0.92
0.39

m

-0.39
-0.92

PC1 contains a very high negative loading for the TM5 input band, anda smaller negative
loading for the TM7 input band. This component should approximatean average of the

on T M 5 characteristicsdue to the high
two input bands, with more emphasis being placed
loading value. The overall tone of this image isquite dark, even with a logarithmic
contrast stretch applied. This component delineates the organicsoildpeat bogs very
accurately with a dark tone. Eskers are well-defined andvery dark, but can be difficult to
distinguish due to the overall dark image tone. This component is not recommended for
use in granular resource identification.

Principal Component 2 CIM5/TM7) -- 0.2 1% Scene Variance
PC2 contains a positive loading for theT M 5 input band, and a very high negative loading
for the TMJ input band. Eskers appear dark and very well-defined. Yet in areas with a
large number of boulders (a substantial part of the study area), it is often difficult to
extract the eskers as their tonesare very close to the boulders. Some of the eskers
previously identifiedon airphotos only can be identified, andflutings are also very
apparent on this component. The till surfaces, which are generally light toned,contrast
against the exposed rockfaces.The exposed rock faces probablyappear dark on this
image due to the high negative loadingfor TM7, a band which is used for discrimination
of rock types in geological applications. The lighter-coloured tillsurfaces are probably
due to the positive loadingfor TM5. a band which could sense the vegetation and soil
moisture of the till. This component is recommended for use ingranular resource
identification with reservations, such as in areas with a low proportion of boulders and
flutings present. This image was best enhanced using a linear stretch.

Principal Component 1 f T ” 5 ) - -

98.5 1% Scene Variance

Table 9 contains the eigenvector loading values
for the selective PCA utilizing TM2 and

T M 5 as input bandsfor the analysis.

Table 9: Eigenvector Loadings for Selective PCA TM2/TM5

TM2

PC 1
PC2

-0.28
-0.96

Rvzs

-0.96
0.28

PC1 contains a negative loading for theTM2 input band anda very high negative loading
for theTM5 input band. This component should approximate an averageof the two input
bands, with more emphasis being placedon T M 5 characteristics due to the high loading
value. The overall tone of this image is quite dark, evenwith a logarithmic contrast

stretch applied. This component delineatesthe organic soildpeat bogs very accurately
with a dark tone. Eskers are well-defined and very dark, butcan be difficult to
distinguishdue to the overalldark image tone. This compcnent is not recommended for
use in granular resource identification.

Pnncipal Component 2 ( T M 2 m 5 ) -- 1.49% Scene Variance

PC2 contains a very high negative loading for theT M 2 input band anda positive loading
for the TM5 input band. The boundaries of peat bogdorganic soils are delineated very
bogs appear lighton this image
accurately and appear very light on the image. The peat

due to the positive loading for TM5, which senses soil moisture. Eskers can be
identified, but they are poorly-defined and “blendin” to the rest of the landscape. It
would be very dificult to identify theeskers if prior knowledge of their whereabouts was
not known. This component is not recommended for usein granular resource
identification. This image was best enhanced using a linear stretch.

Principal Component 1 (TM2A”7) -- 96.03% Scene Variance
Table 10 contains the eigenvector loading values for
the selective PCA utilizing TM2 and
TM7 as input bandsfor the analysis.

Table 10: Eigenvector Loadings for Selective PCA TM2/TM7
-0.57
-0.82

-0.82
0.57

PC1 contains substantial negative loadings for both T M 2 and TM7 input bands. Eskers

and boulder fields are both very dark-toned and well-defined. Some eskers identified
previously from airphotos only and flutings can also be identified. This component is
basically an averageof the two input channels. Since both Th42 and TM7 are effective at

defining eskers when used independently, the first componentof this selectivePCA will
display eskers accurately. Additionally, the low moisture content of the eskers as
compared SO the surrounding landscapecould be the cause for this contrastbetween
TM2/TM7. T M 7 is much more sensitive to moisture content than TM2. This image is
best enhanced using a logarithmic contrast stretch. Thiscomponent is recommended for
use in granular resource identification.

. .

Pnnclual Commnent 2 (TMuTM7) -- 3.97% Scene Variance
PC2 contains a substantial negative loadingfor the TM2 input band anda substantial
positive loadingsfor the TM7 input band. It is very difficult to extract eskers from
boulder fields and the remainder of the light-toned image. This image is best enhanced
using a linear stretch. Thiscomponent is not recommended for use in granular resource
identification.

4.2 AIRPHOTO
INTERPRETATION
In total ninety-twotargets were identified in the study area bounded
by NTS map sheet

76D. Thirty-six of these targets were identified fromboth the TM linear stretch analysis
and airphotos. Fifty-six of these targets were identified from detailed
airphoto analysis
only. The targets which were identified
on both TM data and airphotos were quite evenly
distributed between the three deposit sizes. Of the targets which were identifiedon
airphotos only(for which there was size data), the majority were classified as small
deposits. Twelve targets (out of seventeen for which size data was available) were
classified as small.

Most of the targets which were identifiedon airphotos onlyare within areas witha large
amount of exposed bedrock or a very thin till cover. Like theTM imagery, the reflectance
levels of exposed bedrock and exposedgranular material on airphotos are often very

similar. In many cases it is very difficult to distinguishglaciotluvial landforms in areas of
exposed bedrock using onlyfeatures such as tone and colour. Unlike the TM imagerv,
the ability40 view airphotos stereoscopically allowsthe unique topography of the
glaciofluvial landforms to be extracted from the surrounding g area. The majorityof the
remaining airphoto-only esker targets
were too small for the satellite to detect because of
its lower resolution.

The airphoto analysiswas very effective at extracting finerdetails about the landforms
which were visible onTM imagery, for which the satellitedata provided little detail.On
many of the larger, well-definedeskers there are areas where material “splay” away from
the main esker body. These areas probably formed where there was an opening in the

glacier and someof the meltwater sediments escaped. These formations can only
be
identified reliably fromthe auphotos. Another phenomenon which canbe analyzed in
detail from theairphotos is esker beading.

Groups of small mounds (probablykames) usually situated near largeeskers were only
identifiable on the airphotos. This is due to the size of the mounds, which weretoo small
to be identified from the satellite imagery’s lower resolution.

Some types of land cover are easier to distinguish on the airphotos than on the TM
imagery. For example, areas with a large amountof organic material (e.g. peat bogs)
appeared darker than thick tillon the airphotos, yet lighter than water. Areaswhich are
vegetated are also easier to distinguish on the airphotos, althoughit is possible to make
quite accurate vegetation deductions from the
TM imagery. The larger-scale colour
airphotos were very effective at revealing vegetation, since real-life colour knowledge
could be applied to the interpretation.

Along with the detailed glaciofluvialfeatures (e.g. esker beading) which could only be
identified from airphoto analysis, there werealso certain typesof landform which could
be identified from theavhotos only becauseof their topography; drumlins are agood

example. Drumlins are composedof unstratified material andare generally apoor Source
of granular material, and therefore lack the excessive surface drainage
that is charactenstic

of giaciofluvial landforms. Becausedrumlins are composed primarily of till they are often
covered with vegetation. Being covered with vegetation, the reflectance valuesof
drumlins on airphotos and satellite imagery is usually
quite low. This makes it difficult to
distinguish drumlins from the surrounding landscape using reflectance values alone.
Drumlins can onlybe reliably identified usingthe stereoscopic abilities of airphotos.
Within the study area thereis a very large drumlin fieldsouth of Lac de Gras,and a
smaller fieldto the northeast ofLac de Gras.

4.3 FIELD WORK

In total, 74 of the 92 targets identified from the
TM linear stretch analysis and airphoto
interpretation were observed. Fifteen of the remaining targets were omitted because their
locations were either too distant relative to fuel supplies
or were inaccessible.
Misinterpretation of the landscapeeither during the field workor during the pre- field
work analysis accounted for the remaining three targetomissions.

The observed characteristicsof eskers identified on both TM imagery and airphotos will
be discussed fmt. In general, theeskers identified on the TM imagery were significantly
larger in width, height and length than the
eskers identified on auphotos only. The
majority of these eskers had a relatively rounded top with very little crest. The top
of
these eskers is usually either sand or a mixture of sandand a thin cobbly “crust”. Mostof
these landforms are vegetatedby grasses and small plantsalong the sides, but have very
little vegetationon the top. Most of these eskers appeared to be of a considerable reliefof

approximately ten metres or greater. In most cases, the landscape surrounding these
targets was either thick glacial till (with vegetation) or water bodies. Finally,the eskers
identified fmm the TM imagery, being larger, displayed more special features like
sinkholes, esker terraces and ice-wedge polygons than theirairphoto-identified
counterparts.

The eskers which were identified on airphotos only are divided between those with
rounded tops and thosewith sharper crests. The surface of these landforms is usually an
exposed coarse-grained sand. Mostof these eskers had some vegetation along the side
slopes but had very little on the top, similarto the eskers identified onTM imagery.

These eskers were divided between smaller relief (approximately ten metres
or less) and
greater relief (approximatelyten metres or more), yet the vast majority of these eskers
were not as wide as the targets identified fromthe TM data. Most of these targets are
surrounded by a landscape consisting of a large proportion of exposed bedrock or
boulders. Another general observation abouteskers is that when they near a major water
body or enter a water body the composition of the esker tends to become coarser and the
crest becomes quite sharp. A possible explanation for this tendencyis the flanks of the
esker are being eroded and the finer materials washed awayby the surrounding water
body.

only. They were all
All of the kame targetsin this project were identified on the airphotos
a high percentage of cobbles. Mostof the
covered with well-graded granular material and

kames had only a very small amount
of vegetation near the base.The majority of the
kames had little relief, yeta few of them werea considerablesize (five to ten metres).

Seven sample sites were chosen becauseof their potential suitabilityfor granular resource
extraction. Each of these sites have a roundedcrest, except for one which has a flat

surface, and all sites were well-drained. The vegetation cover on these eskers ranged

from less than 15 percent to approximately 100 percent. The esker with the flat surface
had the l e a amount of vegetation cover. The percentcobble and boulder cover ranged
from zero to approximately 70 percent. The esker with the tlat surface had approximately

15 percent cobblehoulder cover. Four of the six sample sites which had rounded crests
were described as containing well-graded material, generallya mix of fine sand, coarse
sand, pebbles and cobbles. Two of the sample sites with rounded crests were described
simply as “sand and gravel”. The sample site with the flat
surface was found to contain
poorly-graded material,consisting predominantly of sand and pebbles.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This thesislad two primary objectives to solve. First, it was necessary to determine the
of
reliability of satellite image analysis techniquesas compared to the traditional method

airphoto interpretation in the identification of granular resources. The reliabilityof the
satellite imageryis an issue because of the decreasein scale from airphotos and the lack
of
stereoscopic viewing. Second, it must be determined if principal components analysis of
the TM data provides for increased separabilityof granular deposits than the useof
standard TM image bands.

The main purpose of the TM image analysis was to determine whether the imagery could
be used to distinguish granular resources, andto identify someof the factors affecting this

process. The two types of TM image analysis performed in this study enhance the TM
data in very different manners, and thereforemust be reviewed separately. When utilizing
a linear stretch enhancement the highly-reflective exposed granular materials,
which are a
characteristic surface material for many large eskers, tendto appear bright or overexposed. The tone surrounding most of the targets identifiedfrom the linear stretch
analysis could be described as mottled. This tone is representative of areas with differing
drainage patterns, most likely hummocky till or organic soils. This contrast in reflectance
levels makes it possibleto extract potential granular materials within areas
of thicker till or
organic soils. When performing stretches of single TM bands, TM3 and TM7 were
found to be the most effective for revealing eskers.Figure 4 is a T M 3 subset of the study
area enhanced using a linear stretch.The image is approximately20 kilometres by 18
kilometres in area. Eskers are easily delineated from the image
as they are bright in tone.
Also evident are the roads and airstrip
of the BHP Minerals exploration site at the left-

hand side of the image. When utilizing stretchedcolour composites of the TM data, RGB
composites 432 and 234 were found tobe the most effective.

Figure 4: Sample Enhancement: Linear Strerch of T.M Band 3

T u 0 variations of the PCA were performed in this study, both the htandard PCAand the
wlrsctive PCA. Standard PCX utilize3 all of the available Thl data bands as input to the

~nalysis.while selective PCA uses only a wbset of the available bands as input to the
analysis. The subsets which were used as input to the selective PC;\ were: TM2/TM3.
TM5lTT.Ct7. TM2/ThL15. Th12A'M7. After pert'orming the v m o u s principal component

analyses. two of the new components were found to be very rstfsctive in the identification
ot' granular resources. while two cotnpont'ntsLiere recommended for w e tvith

reservations. The t i n t component of the T M 2 f l M 3 selective PCX was very effective at
delineating eskers becauseit is an average of two input bands which are very effective at
displayingakers when used independently. Figure 5 is the same subset of the study area
as was used in Figure 4. The first componentof the TM2/TM3 selective PCA is

displayed in this image. Eskers are identified as the black lineal features occurringin an
approximate east to west(left to right) pattern across the image. A boulder field can also
be delineated as the dark regionin the lower centre areaof the image. The first

component of the " M 7

selective PCA was also very effective at revealing eskersfor

two reasons. Because it is an average of two input bands whichare both effective at
displaying eskers when used independently, this component isalso effective.
Additionally, the low moisture
content of the eskersas compared to the surrounding
landscape couldbe the cause for this contrast between
T M 2 and TM7. T M 7 is much

more sensitive to moisture contentthan TM2. The third component of the standardPCA.
and the second componentof the TM5RM7 selective PCA were recommended for use
with reservations. Both of these components werevery effective at revealing exposed
rocks, ranging from granular material to boulders and bedrock.
En areas with more than
one type of exposed rock present, it is very
difficult to distinguish between types.
Therefore these components could
be used to identify granular resourcesin areas with a
low proportion of other exposed rock types.

Several factors indicate that the
eskers identified on TM imagery are possiblytrunk (main)
eskers or tributaries thereof-- a large network of eskers feedinginto the trunk. Most of
these landformsare oriented parallel to the direction
of ice flow andin the same direction

as other similarfeatures. Additionally, mostof these eskerspass through lakes or weave
throughout groups of lakes.

The airphoto interpretation accomplished two tasks, first
the one being that finer detaiis

Figure 5: Sample Enhancement: PC I of TM2KM3 Selective PCA

(e.g. beading) of the eskers identified from the linear stretch analysis were revealed. The

other major task accomplished is a number of new targets(eskers and kames) were
identified which were not evident from the linear stretch analysis. According to blollard
(

1994). most of the targets identitied from the airphotosfor which there are data are

considered small prospects. There are two reasons why these targets were identified on
airphotos only and not with the linear stretch analysis. First, most of the airphoto-only
tarzets are within areas with a lar,ne amount of' exposed bedrock and boulders. These
landscapes have similar rctlectance values to the exposed granular. and therefore other

factors must be depended upon to identify the targets (e.g. reliet). Second, these

in length and width than their counterparts identifiedon
landforms are generally smaller
the TM imagery, and do not seem tobe oriented in the same direction as the ice flow or

each other. These clues seemto indicate that these are not trunk eskers
or tributanes
be identified with
thereof -- they are likely smaller independent landforms which cannot

the decreased resolution of the TM sensor.

The other main objective of this thesis was to determineif PCA of the TM data provides
of standard
for increased identificationof granular depositsthan the use of linear stretches

TM bands. The eskers which were unidentifiable during the linear stretch analysis due to
their size would also be unidentifiable in a ETA. This is due to the spatial resolutionof
the TM sensor, and not with the data enhancement techniques. However, the two
components which were recommended for use
in granular resource identification were
very effective at delineating thetrunk eskers and tributaries alongwith some of the eskers
which were not identified from the linear stretch analysis.The first component of the
TM2./TM3 selective PCA clearly identified someof the targets which were notevident
from the linear stretch analysis. This component also provided a good deal of contrast

as bedrock and boulder fields.
between the eskers and other exposed rock faces, such
The first componentof the TM2JIM7 selective PCA also identified someof the eskers
which were notextracted from the linear stretch analysis. A large number of glacial
flutings were also evident using this component. For the most part, the effectiveness of

this component is probably due to the moisture content sensitivity contrast betweenTM
bands 2 and 7.

Figure 6 is a TM7 subset of the study area enhanced usinga linear stretch. The image is
approximately 20 kilometres by 18 kilometres in area. This subset is located onthe south
side of Lac de Gras in an area where eskers were not identified during linear stretch

analysis. However, further analysisof the area with airphotos revealed potential granular
deposits in the upper-right portion of the image. Although it is possible to faintly
delineate thg small SE-NW tending esker, the boundariesof the landform areso poorly
defined that a judgment made solely on the basisof this image would have tobe
questioned. The degree of tone variance within this image is very poor; excluding
waterbodies, the greylevels are relatively uniform throughout. Figure 7 is the same
subset of the study area as was used in Figure 6 . The first component of the TM2/TM7
selective PCA is displayed in this image. Along with thefaintly recognizable esker
observed in the upper right portion of Figure
6, other SE-NW tending eskers canbe
delineated in Figure 7. They are very dark in tone and their boundaries are better defined
than in Figure 6. The remainder of the Figure7 image has a greater contrast in grey levels
than Figure6, providing for easier extraction of the potential granular resources.

The main esker systems of the region were generally identifiable using linear stretch
analysis, and were predominantly located within areasof thicker till. Eskers identified on
airphotos only were generally located within areas with high
amounts of bedrock or
boulders or were too small to be detected by the TM sensor, Kame targets were
unidentifiable on the TM imagery dueto the TM resolution. .The first components of
selective PCAs T M m 3 and TM-7

both provided accurate delineationof the main

esker systems, and also identified someof the eskers which were not extracted from the
linear stretch analysis in areas of exposed bedrock andboulder fieids.

Figure 6: Sample Enhancement: Linear Stretch ot TAMBand 7

Figure 7: Sample Enhancement: PC 1 of T.M2/TM7 Selective PCA

6. PROJECT LIMITATIONS

Although eTery effort has been made
to keep this methodology logical and accurate, it is
inevitable that some limitationsoccur. First and foremost, it must be noted that image
analysis techniques which are
effective in the tundraecosystem may not be as effective
when analyzing a different landscape due to changesin the landforms, vegetation, etc.

The experienceof the author withboth the equipment and imagery could
have an
influence on the quality of analysis which is performed with the
data. Increased
experience could resultin a larger amount of targets being identified through such
analyses as rock-type discriminationand geobotanical applications.
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